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a b s t r a c t

Low-temperature solid oxide fuel cells with a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) interlayer between the Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95

(GDC) electrolyte membrane (20 �m) and the Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 (BSCF)–GDC composite cathode are
fabricated by sintering the BSCF–GDC composite cathodes at 900, 950 and 1000 ◦C. The results of scanning
electron microscopy/energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM/EDX) for a model LSM/BSCF bi-layer pellet sug-
gest that Ba, Co and Fe in BSCF as well as La and Mn in LSM have diffused into their counter sides. The
X-ray diffraction (XRD) results on the simulated cells also indicate the incorporation of La into the GDC
electrolyte membrane and the mutual diffusion of elements between the LSM layer and the BSCF layer.
Analysis of the impedance spectra and interfacial reaction activation energies shows that LSM interlayer
Interfacial modification

Inter-diffusion
Impedance spectroscopy
O

accelerates the oxygen reduction. Considering a good cell performance and the highest open-circuit volt-
ages (OCVs) at 600–500 ◦C, the optimum sintering temperature of BSCF–GDC composite cathode onto
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. Introduction

The high temperature fabrication and operation of solid oxide
uel cells (SOFCs) lead to elemental diffusions and reactions
etween different phases and layers, which have a great impact
n the cell performances. Our previous researches on the anode-
upported La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O2.85 (LSGM)–La0.45Ce0.55O2 (LDC)
i-layered electrolyte cell depicted that this cell had lower open-
ircuit voltage (OCV) and lower specific ohmic resistance than
xpected, which can be assigned to the diffusion of Co from
a0.6Sr0.4CoO3 (LSC) cathode to LSGM electrolyte [1–3]. A work on
n all-perovskite fuel cell done by Tao et al. [4] suggested that a
light cross-diffusion at the interfaces between different perovskite
omponents might improve the interfacial contact and decrease
he interfacial resistance. La cations could diffuse into yttria-

tabilized zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte from Sr-doped lanthanum
anganite (LSM) cathode, which lowered the cathode performance

5,6]. Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−ı (BSCF)–LaCoO3 (LC) composite cath-
de had the higher electronic conductivity than the single BSCF
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athode because of the solid-state reaction between BSCF and
C [7].

Recently, we fabricated a low-temperature solid oxide fuel cell
ith a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 (LSM) interlayer between Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95

GDC) electrolyte membrane and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−ı

BSCF)–GDC composite cathode, and this cell showed the improved
ell performance than the unmodified one [8]. In this cell, the
lemental diffusion from BSCF cathode to LSM interlayer seems
o play an important role. Of course, at a specific sintering tem-
erature of LSM interlayer, the interaction between LSM and BSCF
epends on the sintering temperature of the BSCF–GDC composite
athode. In this paper, the interaction between LSM interlayer and
DC electrolyte as well as BSCF cathode is investigated, and its
ffects on cell performance are elucidated.

. Experimental

.1. Materials synthesis and cell fabrication
The home-made BSCF, LSM and GDC powders were synthesized
y the sol–gel process. Anode-supported thin electrolyte (20 �m)
i-layer assemblies were fabricated using a dual dry-pressing
ethod. The anode, consisted of a 50:50 wt.% mixture of NiO and

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:mjcheng@dicp.ac.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.07.054
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DC powders was dry-pressed into a pellet, and then an appropri-
te amount of the GDC electrolyte powder was distributed on the
node surface and co-pressed with the anode using a uniaxial die-
ress (Ø25 mm). The resultant bi-layer was sintered at 1420 ◦C for
h. The LSM slurry was coated onto GDC electrolyte membrane sur-

ace, and fired at 1300 ◦C for 2 h to form a LSM interlayer. A 30 wt.%
DC-containing BSCF cathode slurry was coated on the LSM film
nd fired at 900, 950 and 1000 ◦C for 2 h, and these cells were
dentified as LSM-900, LSM-950 and LSM-1000, respectively. For
omparison, the same cathode slurry was also coated directly onto
he GDC electrolyte membrane and fired at 950 ◦C for 2 h, and this
ell was 0-950. The geometrical area of all the cathodes was 0.5 cm2.

.2. Characterization of elemental diffusion

Two techniques were used for the investigation of ele-
ental inter-diffusion and phase reactions: scanning electron
icroscopy/energy dispersive X-ray (SEM/EDX) analysis of a model

SM/BSCF bi-layer pellet and the reaction products detected by X-
ay diffraction (XRD) on the simulated cells of the NiO–GDC/GDC
ssembly coated with thin layers of LSM and BSCF. The model
i-layer LSM/BSCF pellet was prepared through pressing the LSM
ellet at 202 MPa and sintering at 1300 ◦C for 2 h. Then the BSCF
lurry was deposited onto the LSM surface, followed by firing at
00 ◦C for 2 h. Quantitative EDX line scan measurement across the

nterface was carried out through a SEM equipped with EDX detec-
or (FEI, QUANTA 200 FEG). The samples for the XRD investigations
ere fabricated as follows: the GDC electrolyte membrane surface

f the sintered NiO–GDC/GDC assembly was coated with the LSM
lurry and fired at 1300 ◦C for 2 h, and then the BSCF slurry was
oated on the LSM film and fired at 900, 950 and 1000 ◦C for 2 h.
he BSCF slurry was also applied to the GDC electrolyte membrane
urface and fired at 950 ◦C for 2 h as a reference sample. The XRD
easurements were performed in the 2� range of 20–50◦ on a

igaku D/max-2500PC X-ray diffractometer at 40 kV and 300 mA
sing Cu K� radiation.

.3. Electrochemical measurement

I–V measurements of single cells were carried out at 600–500 ◦C
fter the in situ reduction of the NiO anode in H2 at 700 ◦C
or several hours. The detailed single cell configuration has been
escribed elsewhere [9]. Humidified H2 (100 ml min−1) and air
200 ml min−1) were supplied as fuel and oxidant, respectively.
he impedances were measured typically under open-circuit con-
itions using a Solartron 1287 potentiostat and 1260 frequency
esponse analyzer. The frequency range was from 0.1 Hz to 10 kHz
ith signal amplitude of 10 mV. After testing, the cell was cooled
own to room temperature under a flow of humidified hydrogen to
he anode and oxygen to the cathode.

. Results and discussion

.1. Elemental inter-diffusion of LSM interlayer with GDC
lectrolyte and BSCF cathode

.1.1. SEM/EDX analysis of a model LSM/BSCF bi-layer pellet
Information on the possible elemental inter-diffusion between

SM interlayer and BSCF cathode layer can be provided by examin-
ng a model LSM/BSCF bi-layer pellet through microanalysis. Fig. 1a

hows the microstructure of the model LSM/BSCF pellet. It can
e observed that the pellet is not densely sintered after the ther-
al treatment. For this reason, the elemental profiles presented in

ig. 1b can only be used for semi-quantitative statements. As shown
n Fig. 1b, a distinct congregation of all the metal elements can be

G
c
g

a

ig. 1. (a) Microstructure and (b) line scan analysis of the materials pair LSM/BSCF.

dentified at the interface of LSM/BSCF bi-layer pellet. The intensi-
ies of Ba, Co, Fe decay gradually from the interface to LSM layer,
nd La and Mn behave similarly. The EDX line scan results confirm
he elemental inter-diffusion between LSM layer and BSCF layer.

.1.2. X-ray diffraction on the simulated cells
The resultant X-ray diffraction patterns on the simulated cells

ith thin layers of LSM and BSCF are shown in Fig. 2a. To show the
hanges occurring in the XRD patterns more clearly, the magnified
atterns between 27 and 34◦ are given in Fig. 2b. Line III stands for
RD results of LSM layer sintered onto GDC electrolyte membrane
t 1300 ◦C. Lines V, VI and VII depict those of BSCF layer sintered
nto LSM layer at 900, 950 and 1000 ◦C, respectively. XRD spectra of

DC electrolyte membrane (line I), LSM powder (line II) and BSCF
athode fired onto the GDC electrolyte at 950 ◦C (line IV) are also
iven as references.

As can be seen from line III, the main peaks, both from LSM
nd GDC, do show the shift to lower 2� angles than their pure
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950, and then disappears from the impedance of LSM-1000. Many
ig. 2. (a) Complete and (b) selected XRD patterns of GDC electrolyte (I), LSM powder
II), LSM fired on GDC electrolyte at 1300 ◦C (III), BSCF fired on GDC electrolyte at
50 ◦C (IV), BSCF fired on LSM film at 900 ◦C (V), 950 ◦C (VI), and 1000 ◦C (VII).

hases, indicating that the solid-state reaction between them has
appened when LSM layer was fired onto GDC electrolyte mem-
rane at 1300 ◦C. The shift of GDC electrolyte peaks is caused by the

ncorporation of La3+ into ceria crystal lattice (La3+ has a larger ionic
adius than Gd3+), as convinced by many authors [10–13]. La-site
eficiency in LSM perovskite lattice brings in the weakening of the
ttraction forces between ions, which results in an increase of the
nteratomic distance and the subsequent peak shift. Kostogloudis et
l. [14] also found the increase of lattice constant for A-site deficient
r0.75Sr0.2Co0.2Mn0.8O3−ı.

Increasing the sintering temperature of BSCF onto LSM layer
rom 900 to 950 ◦C, the main peaks of BSCF shift continuously to
ower 2� angles (lines V and VI) as compared with BSCF pure phase
line IV), indicating the lattice expansion in BSCF. Nevertheless,
urther increasing of the sintering temperature of BSCF to 1000 ◦C
isplays no further peak shift (line VII). Tai et al. [15] attributed the

attice expansion associated with the formation of oxygen vacan-
ies upon heating La0.8Sr0.2Co1−yFeyO3 to: (1) the repulsion force
rising between those mutually exposed cations when oxygen ions
re extracted from the lattice; (2) the increase in cation size due to
he reduction of the Fe and Co ions from higher to lower valences,
hich must occur concurrently with the creation of oxygen vacan-

ies in order to maintain electrical neutrality. When BSCF was

intered onto LSM layer at 900 ◦C, the emigrated cations of Ba, Co
nd Fe from BSCF exceeded the incorporated cations of La and Mn
nto BSCF (as indicated from Fig. 1), causing a charge imbalance. In
rder to maintain electrical neutrality of BSCF, the creation of oxy-

r
L
a
t

urces 185 (2008) 784–789

en vacancies and a simultaneous reduction of Co and Fe species
ill occur, causing the shift of BSCF main peaks. The diffusions of

a and Mn from LSM to BSCF can compensate the cations deple-
ion in BSCF to some extent. According to the peaks change of BSCF
athode, it is concluded that this compensate effect is less evident
t the BSCF sintering temperature of 900 and 950 ◦C. When BSCF
s sintered at 1000 ◦C, more La and Mn will diffuse into BSCF from
he LSM layer and the compensate effect is strengthened, leaving
ts peaks shift less obviously. The peak shift of LSM when BSCF was
intered onto its surface is also caused by their inter-diffusion.

.2. Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) analysis

Impedance spectra of 0-950, LSM-900, LSM-950 and LSM-1000
t 600–500 ◦C are shown in Fig. 3a–c. At 600 ◦C, the impedance
pectrum of 0-950 shows one dominating arc (∼100 Hz) at medium
requency (MF). In accordance with literatures [16,17], this MF
eature can be assigned to the electrochemical oxygen surface
xchange reaction (in cathodic direction): oxygen adsorption at
he electrode surface, oxygen dissociation, ionization, and incor-
oration into vacancies of the mixed conducting electrode. When
SM interlayer is introduced, the corresponding arcs decrease in the
pectra, no matter what the sintering temperature of the cathode
s. Furthermore, this arc is largest and the smallest for LSM-950
nd LSM-1000 respectively among the spectra of LSM modified
ells. The additional oxygen vacancies in BSCF generated from the
harge imbalance improve the adsorption and dissociation of oxy-
en molecules on cathode surface, and therefore are beneficial for
xygen surface exchange reaction. However, the increase in oxygen
acancies will bring forth a concomitant decrease in electronic con-
uctivity [15,18], which is harmful to oxygen ionization and hence
ore prone to slow down this process. When the cathode is sin-

ered at 900 ◦C, an increase in the number of oxygen vacancies
n BSCF bulk may be overwhelming, leading to the subdued arc
ize. Whereas when the cathode is treated at 950 ◦C, the stagnant
onization step seems to be significant. The features of BSCF can
lso be modified by the diffusion of La and Mn. La doped BSCF is
dvantageous to the oxygen adsorption/desorption and the oxy-
en ions diffusion in the cathode [19]. As indicated in the XRD
esults, the modified effect is evident when the cathode was sin-
ered at 1000 ◦C. Since the arc at 100 Hz is notably reduced from
he impedance spectrum of LSM-1000, it can be deduced that the
iffusion of La and Mn is beneficial to the oxygen surface exchange.

Another noticeable aspect when LSM interlayer was introduced
s that an additional MF arc at relatively high frequency (with the
ummit frequencies of 200 Hz) can be observed in the spectra of
SM-900. The appearance of this arc is not clear, but taking that
he consumption of Co and Fe from cathode may hold back the
xygen ionic mobility [20] and thus incline to lower the oxide
on conductivity, we tentatively presume that it is coupled with
he transportation of oxygen ions through the cathode. Evidently,
igher sintering temperature of cathode drives more consumption
f Co and Fe in BSCF cathode. Thus this arc increases in magni-
ude when the cathode is subjected from 900 to 950 ◦C. The evident
ecrease of this arc in the spectrum of LSM-1000 can be attributed
o the diffusion of La and Mn.

The low frequency (LF) arc centered at approximate 5 Hz has
ppeared from the impedance spectrum of LSM-900 as compared
ith that of 0-950. With the increasing sintering temperature of the

athode, the corresponding arc decreases in the impedance of LSM-
esearchers have found that the diffusion of Co and Fe cations into
SM is in favor of the increasing of oxygen vacancy concentration
nd electrical conductivity as well as oxygen mobility [21–23]. Fur-
hermore, the presence of alkaline earth elements at the surface
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In Fig. 5a–d, the I–V and I–P curves of 0-950, LSM-900, LSM-
950 and LSM-1000 are given. At sufficiently high current densities
the concentration polarization can be found at 600 ◦C, which is
Fig. 3. Electrochemical impedance spectra of 0-950, LSM-900, LSM-950 and

eems to have a beneficial effect on the oxygen exchange kinet-
cs [24–26]. Therefore, the LSM interlayer would benefit from the
ncorporation of Ba, Co and Fe in terms of oxygen reduction reac-
ion. Thus, the yielded and gradually decreased LF impedance when
dding the LSM interlayer can be attributed to the oxygen reduction
t the “new LSM interlayer”. A high frequency (HF) arc at 501.2 Hz
an also be detected in the impedance of 0-950, although this HF arc
s not evident. Due to the good interfacial contact and the increased
athode reaction sites at the cathode/electrolyte interface when
SM interlayer was added, the HF arc decreases with increasing
intering temperature of BSCF–GDC composite cathode.

As the measurement temperature falls off, the HF and LF arcs are
ore prominent, and only one MF arc (the characteristic frequen-

ies are around 63.1 and 31.62 Hz respectively at 550 and 500 ◦C) can
e identified from the impedance spectra. However, the variation
rends of impedance spectra are analogous to those of 600 ◦C.

The development of activation energies when LSM interlayer
s present can be acquired from Fig. 4, which shows the Arrhe-
ius plots of total interfacial polarization resistance Rp (calculated
ccording to Ref. [27]) for single cells with and without the LSM
nterlayer. Good linearity of ln(Rp

−1) versus reciprocal temperature
s observed in the investigated temperature range. The activation
nergy for 0-950 derived from Fig. 4 is 106.1 kJ mol−1, suggest-
ng that oxygen surface exchange process of BSCF is the rate
imiting step [28]. When LSM interlayer is added, the activation
nergies descend with increasing cathode treatment tempera-

ures, and the corresponding values are reduced to 97.8, 95.7 and
1.5 kJ mol−1 for LSM-900, LSM-950, and LSM-1000, respectively.
s the anode–electrolyte assembly is prepared through the same
rocedures, their interfaces are assumed to be the same. Thereby,

t can be concluded that adding LSM interlayer speeds up oxygen
F
9

-1000 measured at 600 ◦C (a), 550 ◦C (b), and 500 ◦C (c) under open circuit.

eduction reactions, and the trend is driven up by increasing sinter-
ng temperature of the cathode. The phase interactions when the
SM interlayer exists may hopefully contribute to the decreased
ctivation energies.

.3. Cell performance, open-circuit voltage and long-term
tability
ig. 4. Arrhenius plots of cathode/electrolyte interfacial resistances for 0-950, LSM-
00, LSM-950 and LSM-1000.
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Fig. 5. I–V curves and power densities at 600–500 ◦C for 0-9

Table 1
Comparison of OCV values

Temperature (◦C) OCV (V)

0-950 LSM-900 LSM-950 LSM-1000

6
5
5
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c
p
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t
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S
c
i
t
6
g
p
i
7
f
o
changes of electrical conductivity and porosity due to slowly sin-
tering of anode, reaction of alkaline earth with carbon dioxide in
air, phase interaction under the condition of cell operation, and so
on.
00 0.905 0.916 0.894 0.885
50 0.95 0.96 0.938 0.933
00 0.99 0.998 0.978 0.972

ttributed to the low porosity of the anode in view that the anode
onsists of 50 wt.% NiO and 50 wt.% GDC. Within the tested tem-
erature range, the highest power densities of the single cells
ecrease in sequence of LSM-1000, LSM-900, LSM-950 and 0-950.
t 600 ◦C, their maximum power densities are 0.985, 0.955, 0.9 and
.87 W cm−2, respectively.

The OCV values obtained in this study are summarized in
able 1. Compared with the OCVs of 0-950, the corresponding val-
es increase for LSM-900, and then continuously decrease with the

ncrease of the sintering temperature of the cathode. In this study,
he change of interfacial electronic conductivity must be taken into
onsideration in discussing the OCV values. The incorporation of La
nto GDC electrolyte membrane reduces the interfacial electronic
onductivity and thus depresses the internal short circuit current
n GDC electrolyte membrane, while the incorporation of Co and Fe
nto the LSM interlayer has the reverse effect. From the OCV val-
es listed in Table 1, it can be concluded that the former effect is
verwhelming when the cathode is sintered at 900 ◦C, while the

atter effect is dominant at higher sintering temperature of the
athode.

Although substantial cathode improvements are still necessary
o facilitate the increase of power densities for low-temperature F
50 (a), LSM-900 (b), LSM-950 (c), and LSM-1000 (d).

OFCs, an equally important goal is the long-term stability of the
ells. In vision that LSM-900 has both the highest OCVs and sat-
sfactory cell performance, it is considered as the optimum cell in
his study. Fig. 6 illustrates the long-term operation of LSM-900 at
00 ◦C under a constant voltage of 0.65 V using humidified hydro-
en as fuel and air as oxidant, respectively. The relatively stable
erformance within the first 50 h is observed for this cell, and then

t decreases slowly in the next 50 h. The cell attenuations are 5.2 and
.9% respectively in the first and second 50 h. Long-term cell per-
ormance can be affected by many factors, such as the reducibility
f the ceria-based ceramics in the anode substrate and electrolyte,
ig. 6. Long-term data of LSM-900 at 600 ◦C under a constant voltage of 0.65 V.
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. Conclusions

Low-temperature SOFCs with LSM interlayer between GDC elec-
rolyte membrane and Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 (BSCF)–GDC cathode
ere fabricated at the cathode sintering temperature of 900, 950

nd 1000 ◦C. The EDX line scan analysis of a model LSM/BSCF
ouble layer identified the transport of Co, Ba and Fe from BSCF

nto LSM, and simultaneous migration of Mn and La from LSM to
SCF. XRD results also suggested the inter-diffusion between LSM

nterlayer and GDC electrolyte as well as BSCF cathode. LSM inter-
ayer accelerated the cathode reaction processes, as concluded from
he impedance spectra and the continuously decreased interfacial
eaction activation energies with the increase of the sintering tem-
erature of the cathode. Benefit from the interaction effect, the
erformance of the LSM modified cell (when the cathode was sin-
ered at 1000 ◦C) under operation of air and humidified H2 reaches
.39 W cm−2 at 500 ◦C, which is about 1.4-fold higher than the
nmodified one. The cell with a LSM interlayer and the BSCF–GDC
omposite cathode sintered at 900 ◦C showed the promising per-
ormance (0.955 W cm−2) and the highest OCVs (0.916 V) at 600 ◦C,
nd was considered as the optimum cell. The longevity data of this
ell in 100 h indicated that it attenuated slowly at the first 50 h.
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